
SUM UP 

Meeting Reunion Island 

20 au 25 February 2018 

 

Tuesday, February 20 th 

The partners arrived at more or less, 12:00. We went to pick up the partners to the airport. We                   

discovered who are our partners and etablished the first contact. After we went at the Barachois                

for have lunch. Then we have took some photo with everyboby of partners, after we went to go in                   

Etang Sale for played a treasure hunts with our partners. Then we made of different cairns and                 

after we went in high school adds us so that our parents could the meetings and lead them at our                    

home for their first times with us there. 

 

Wednesday, February 21st 

We met at school at 7:30 am. The day started with some words from the Headmaster and a good                   

breakfast made of croissants, « pains au chocolat », juices, etc.. 

All the students introduced their own country through a slideshow. We voted to select the logo of                 

the Erasmus project and the French one has been selected. The Erasmus mascot is the one                

proposed by Polish students. After that, we were separated in two groups to visit the high school.                 

We went to the school library, teachers room and we saw some BTS students. 

We hit the road to L’Entre-deux where we went to the tourist office to join the guide and he                   

presented us some flowers and trees of Reunion island. The story and the typical houses have                

been broached too. 

We were supposed to go to the beach in Saint-Pierre but it was raining so we came back in Jean                    

Joly and we went home. 

 

Thursday, February, 22 nd 

  On thursday we went hicking to Makes which is situated in St Louis. We walk through pats                 

surrounded by nature. We arrived at a point where the road separated in two and we had to                  

choose which one we wanted to go through. Without thinking twice, we choose the most difficult                

one which  was supposed to last 1.45 hours. At the end we were walking during 3 hours                 

approximately.  

The road was full of slippery roots and mud, it had just rained before. The effort worth reaching                  

the top because from there we had a magnificent view. We took pictures to keep memories of our                  

trip and that way we will never forget this moment. Once we had arrived; we took some time to                   

rest and take strength, drank lemonade and we ate cookies. Then, we came back to high school by                  

bus. There Dzulia received a present because she had difficulties during the walk but she was                

brave! 

After that, we had lunch at school and we prepared for our yoga class. In this class, we learned                   

how to keep calm and have more concentration with confidence. We were very relaxed, but               

sometimes we laughed because the yoga poses were difficult. 

 

 

 



Friday february 23 rd 

At 8h30 we went to the trou d'eau beach at Saint Gilles. We arrived at 9h15 and there we spent 3                     

hours. We did canoë kayak, it was very cool. Then we eaten at the beach. 

At 14h we take the road to visit the museum kélonia Saint Leu. 

Back to high school around 16h for a work session that will last about 1h30. 

 

Saturday February 24st 

we went to the Langevin river for  lunch, with the choice  to eat beef, pig or  chicken carry. 

We bathed in the river, water was cold but it was pleasant because the weather was hot. 

Later we went to Grand Anse then we came back  to Jean Joly high school at around 3:30pm. 

The evening at 7 p.m. a picnic sharing was organized at EtangSalé, on the beach. 

The parents were invited, we could taste  a Spanish speciality for the aperitif which is the sangria.  

For the meal there  were Reunion specialities which are “rougail saucisse”,  

mixed salad and carry chicken. In dessert there were several chocolate cakes and fluted 

 

Sunday February 25th 

For this last day, we went to visit the site of the volcano at “plaine des cafes”. Then we took the                     

direction of the volcano to take some pictures and enjoy a last picnic together.  

We continued the route to the airport passing inside the island and switch to the eastern part of                  

the island. 

We stopped at “bassin bleu l (Sainte Anne) for a last swim in the river. 

Finally we took the direction of the airport to file all the correspondents. It was a very strong and                   

moving moment. 

 


